


Tara Bhuyan, born and brought up in the North-Eastern 
state of Assam, dreams of uplifting the weavers back home 
and showcasing this woven dream in the form of her design 

sensibilities.

  “My design ideas start from the base, I intend to work on the 
bigger picture by visualizing the ramp. 

Through my designs, I want to show the world how with the 
usage of elegant weaves, one can make an Indo-fusion outfit. 

My collection captures the essence and ethos of the Assamese 
tapestry. The sensitivity and the warmth of the craft traditions 

speak within the weaves of the North East.”



“An  embodiment of skillful craftsmanship”“An  embodiment of skillful craftsmanship”  
This Kesa Paat Anarkali Set is This Kesa Paat Anarkali Set is 
sourced straight from weavers sourced straight from weavers 

in Assam and delicately finished in Assam and delicately finished 
by our Karigaars. A perfect by our Karigaars. A perfect 

choice for your next choice for your next 
special occassion.special occassion.







“Quilted Creams” -“Quilted Creams” -  
This quilted cream coloured NehruThis quilted cream coloured Nehru
jacket paired with a tone on tone jacket paired with a tone on tone 
kurta and pants are a versatile pick kurta and pants are a versatile pick 
for any occassion.for any occassion.





“Vision in White” -“Vision in White” -  
Embody elegance in our embroidered Embody elegance in our embroidered 
georgette  cape set, while your partner georgette  cape set, while your partner 

sports a dashing cream jacket with a sports a dashing cream jacket with a 
short kurta and pants to matchshort kurta and pants to match







“Reflections” -“Reflections” -  
The perfect  festive ensemble for the perfect The perfect  festive ensemble for the perfect 
duo, this lavender pair includes a sharara set duo, this lavender pair includes a sharara set 
and a kurta set with gorgeous mirror work.and a kurta set with gorgeous mirror work.







“Cool Charisma” -“Cool Charisma” -  
This mint green jacket paired with a nude This mint green jacket paired with a nude 
blush kurta is a unique combination that will blush kurta is a unique combination that will 
set you a class apart.set you a class apart.



“Tradition meets Modernity”“Tradition meets Modernity”  
Crafted from cream colouredCrafted from cream coloured
georgette fabric and embellished georgette fabric and embellished 
with mirror work, this look reflects with mirror work, this look reflects 
the allure of heritage with a touch of the allure of heritage with a touch of 
modern elegance.modern elegance.



“Timeless Beauty”“Timeless Beauty”  
Embrace tradition in our red and Embrace tradition in our red and 
gold bridal lehenga, a gold bridal lehenga, a 
classic that reigned classic that reigned 
supreme amidst the supreme amidst the 
passing fads. Yourpassing fads. Your
 better half can  better half can 
complement complement 
you in our you in our 
elegant white elegant white 
and gold and gold 
sherwani, with sherwani, with 
zari detailing.zari detailing.



“Deep Passions”“Deep Passions”  
Our take on the traditional bridal ensemble, Our take on the traditional bridal ensemble, 

this lehenga choli set in a deep burgundy this lehenga choli set in a deep burgundy 
colour is made for the modern bride. colour is made for the modern bride. 

The groom adorns an embroidered The groom adorns an embroidered 
white sherwani to balance out his white sherwani to balance out his 

couunterpart’s look.couunterpart’s look.



“Sage Melange”“Sage Melange”  
Playful long kurta in Playful long kurta in 

georgette,uplifted with georgette,uplifted with 
sequin and mirror work. sequin and mirror work. 

Paired with a Paired with a 
two toned two toned 

floral saree floral saree 
with with 

embroidered embroidered 
borders and borders and 

beaded tassels.beaded tassels.







“Haldi Hues”“Haldi Hues”  
Look Haldi ready in our mustard Look Haldi ready in our mustard 
coloured Nehru jackets andcoloured Nehru jackets and
matching kurtas!matching kurtas!



“Ombre Effect”“Ombre Effect”  
Our  AssamSilk kurta sets come in a Our  AssamSilk kurta sets come in a 
variety of shades, including this soft variety of shades, including this soft 
green and gold highlighted pairing. green and gold highlighted pairing. 

The dupatta has a red and green The dupatta has a red and green 
ombre effect giving the ombre effect giving the 
look a perfect contrast.look a perfect contrast.





“Touch of Teal”“Touch of Teal”  
Traditional with a bohemianTraditional with a bohemian
 twist, this Assam Silk kurta  twist, this Assam Silk kurta 
paired with sharara pants are paired with sharara pants are 
classy yet playful, with a hint of classy yet playful, with a hint of 
aqua peeping through. aqua peeping through. 





For any queries please contact -For any queries please contact -

+1 416 988 0470
+ 91 9678707184

customer-support@tarabhuyan.com

Follow us on Instagram- Follow us on Instagram- 

@tarabhuyancouture

tarabhuyan.com

https://tarabhuyan.com/

